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Abstract. This paper treats interest groups - people in their role as consumers of a public
good and people in their role as taxpayers- as the unit of account for representativevoting.
Each group is allowed to make an effort to supportits preferredcandidateand, at the margin,
the effort-benefitratio is the political price the group is willing to pay to secure an additional
dollar of benefits.
Under reasonableassumptions,a unique equilibriumis assuredand its characteristicsare
quite intuitive. In particular,the marginalpolitical benefit (from consumers) of the last unit
of output must equal the marginalpolitical cost (from taxpayers). Alternatively,the rate at
which the politician can transformtaxpayer income into consumer surplus must equal the
ratio of their political prices. The result will be optimal only on the rare occasion when the
effort-benefitratios of the two groups are equal.
Since political goals are themselves "publicgoods" for the two interestgroups, they face
all the normalfree riderproblems.Moreover,even small differencesin the effort-benefitratios
of the two groups lead to large welfare losses.
How bad can things get? Each group has an incentive to try to overcome free-riderproblems anddivertresourcesfrom privatesectoractivitiesto politics. And any increasein political
effort is always rewarded.However, (1) the marginalreturnis always higher for the group
with the smallereffort-benefitratio;(2) the differentialreturnbetween the two groupsgrows
the furtherwe stray from optimality; and (3) both groups face diminishing returns.These
incentives may act as naturalchecks on political outcomes- placing some limit on the amount
of waste and inefficiency democracyis likely to produce.
The influence of a producer(of the public good) group that collects a rent increases the
likelihoodthatpublic goods will be overproduced.In fact, it is conceivableto have a good with
no value to consumers produced,solely because of the influence of producers.Comparative
static analysis reveal that the political system will respondto changes in marketconditions in
a way similarto economic markets.The magnitudeof these shifts differs from economic markets, however.For goods that are being overproduced,the political marketplaceoverresponds
to changes in demand and underrespondsto changes in costs. The converse is true for goods
that are being underproduced.

1. Introduction
In an earlier paper (Goodman and Porter, 1985), we investigatedthe conditions under which governmentproductionand provision of a good would
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be Paretooptimal,given two-candidatecompetitionand probabilisticvoting.
The finding: the conditions for optimality are so extreme they are unlikely
ever to be satisfied.1
In this paper we ask more basic questions. What determineswhetherthe
good will be under-producedor over-produced?How will the quantityof the
good respond to changes in demandand changes in the cost of production?
And how are these results affected by rent seeking on the part of the goods
producersand by the chargingof user fees?
The model used here appearedin Goodmanand Porter(1988) and represents an integrationof two distinct trendsin the applicationof economics to
political science. Following Stigler (1971), Posner(1974) andBecker (1983),
we take the groupratherthanthe individualas the unit of account.However,
following Downs (1957), Buchanan and Tullock (1962) and many others,
we take democraticelections to be the fundamentalsource of political outcomes; and,hence, we model the decision-makingprocess as a two-candidate
electoralcompetition.2
The approachtaken here also fully incorporatesthe principle of marginalism which states that participantsin the political system can always
incrementally increase or decrease the level of effort they are willing to
make to affect the political outcome; and these incrementalchanges always
have an impact on political equilibrium,no matter how small (Goodman,
1976). This principle is notably absent in Stigler's winner-take-allmodel
of regulatorycapture,althoughit is central in Becker. The principle is also
absent in one-person-one-votemodels (e.g., the median voter model) that
make voter decisions all or nothing and leave no room for the expression of
intensityof preferencethatis found in models of probabilisticvoting (Hinich,
Ledyardand Ordeshook,1972). Precisely because they violate the marginalist principle,one-person-one-votemodels almost never have an equilibrium
solution unless artificiallyconstrained(Ordeshookand Shepsle, 1982; Goodman, 1984). When they do have an equilibriumsolution, it is notoriously
unresponsive:small changes in the preferencesof voterson either side of the
median voter have no effect on the winning platform.
Moreover,if one platform can defeat all others in a majorityvote both
candidatesin a two-candidatecontest will have an incentive to endorse the
winning platformand insure its electoral success. It is in this sense that the
characteristicsand preferences of politicians "do not matter".Dye (1984)
went so far as to assertthatnot only do politiciansnot matter,the institutional
structureof governmentdoesn't matter either.3 However, there have been
a number of recent empirical studies showing that institutions do matter.
Merrifield(2000) has a useful review of the literatureon state government
spendingand presentshis own evidence that spendingto producegoods pub-
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licly is affected by such institutionalvariablesas the numberof legislators,
the length of the legislative session, initiativeand referendum,line item veto,
etc. Persson and Tabellini(1999) produceinternationalevidence that public
spending on goods is affected by whetherelections are majoritarianor proportionaland whetherpolitical regimes are presidentialor parliamentary.On
the specific question of public productionof goods, a useful summaryof the
recent literatureis in Persson and Tabellini (1999). This includes legislative bargainingmodels (Baron and Ferejohn 1989; Baron 1991); bargaining
between a presidentand local representatives(Chari,et.al., 1997; and Weingast, et.al., 1981); and comparisonbetween congressionaland parliamentary
systems (Persson,et.al., 1997). By contrast,in pure voting models policy issues aredeterminedby elections alone (See, for example,Lizzeri andPersico,
2001; and Persson and Tabellini,1999).
The problem with most empirical studies is that they either explicitly or
implicitly take the median voter model as their point of departureand thus
suffer from the theoreticalproblemsdescribedabove.4 As a result, from an
empirical finding that institutions matterwe cannot be confident that they
matterbecause they give politicians discretion(e.g., to behave in non-votemaximizing ways), because they have differential impacts on the cost of
political action for the beneficiariesand opponents of public provision, or
because of some otherreason.
Whatis needed is a theoreticalmodel thatavoidsthe defects of the median
voter approachand at the same time generatestestablepredictions.Thatis the
goal of this paper.

2. The model
Let Q representthe quantityof a good producedby the state and let V(Q)
representthe aggregatevalue enjoyed by those who consume it. The cost of
productionC(Q) is assumedto be borneby taxpayers.In particular,taxpayers
will enjoy privateincome Y subjectto
Y(Q) = Yo - C(Q),

(1)

where Yo is the amount of private income when Q = 0. We assume
throughoutan unspecified mechanism of taxation that allows government
to transformY into Q. The functions V(Q) and C(Q) are assumed to be
continuousand twice differentiable,with normalproperties:
8V

> 0,

SQ

82V

0

<
SaQ2

(2)
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and
aC

Q

> 0,

82C

> 0.
aQ2
-

(3)

We choose to model the political system as a two-person, zero sum,
symmetric, non-cooperativegame in which two political candidates adopt
platforms 0 and i, with 0 = Qi and

= Q2. The electorate consists of two

u

groups. Otherthings equal, people in theirrole as consumersof the publicly
providedgood will prefermore of it and people in theirrole as taxpayerswill
prefer less of it. Each of the two groups is free to supportthe candidatethat
endorsesthe platformit prefers.We will denoteby H' (0, f) the supportgroup
i (taxpayers or consumers) is willing to give to a candidatewith platform
0, given an opponent who endorses platform 4r. Similarly,H'(4, 0) is the
supportgroup i is willing to give to a candidatewith platform 4, given an
opponentwho endorses0. Moreover,
if

H'(0,
B(4)],
H' (0,
8) =fh'[B(0),
-- 0, otherwise

I
H'n(4,0)

=

B(0)

>
B()

(4a)
(4a)

h'[B(4), B(0)], if B(4) > B(0)
(4b)
0, otherwise

where B(e) = V(Q) for consumers of the good and B(e) = Y(Q) for
taxpayers.
Note that h' is the effort a group is willing to make to secure the election
of its preferredcandidateand is a function of the benefits generatedby the
platformsof the two candidates.The supportmeasure,h, is intentionallygeneral. It could representexpected votes, campaigncontributionsor otherforms
of support.All that is requiredfor our purposes is that h is a homogeneous
measureof supportthatis equally valued by both candidates.
We assume throughoutthatthe functionH' is continuousand the function
h' is continuousand twice differentiablewith

h';>Oh cOh'cOh'
2

11

22

p0.5

(5)

Furthermore,we assume that the first derivativeat the 'switching point'
(i.e., where B(0) = B(4)) is such that
lim
BI-B2+

h'i = -

lim
B2-BI-

h'

(6)
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Each candidate,denoted by a superscript1 or 2, maximizes an expected
plurality(the differencebetween the candidate'sown supportand that of the
opponent)given by
1(0, V) =

2(1,

0)

=

Hi(0, i/) - Hi(f, 0)

(7a)

Hi(~, 0) - Hi(0, f)

(7b)

The game will be said to have an equilibriumif neither candidate can
improve his or her position by any unilateralmove. That is, (0*, 4*) is an
equilibriumif:
4' (9*, lfr*)> ~' (0,

p
202V* 0*) >

*)v0

(8a)

20(1, 0*)V#f

(8b)

3. Equilibrium
Given conditions (1) through (6), it follows from a theorem of Goodman
[1980] that an equilibriumexists that is both unique and stable."Note that
from the requirementof symmetry,if (0*, ~r*) is an equilibrium (t*, 0*),
(0*",0*) and (L*, 4*) must also be equilibriums.But since the equilibriumis
unique, we must have 0* = 4*. In equilibrium,both candidatesendorse the
same platform and Qi = Q2 = Q*.
Given the supportfunctions of consumers, c, and taxpayers,t, the first
orderconditionfor the maximizationof the expected pluralityfunctiongiven
in Equation(7) is:

&/

8he 3V(Q)
aht 8Y(Q)
= 0
(9)
=
V+
8Q
8Y(Q) 8Q
8V(Q) 8Q
Denote by .c = ahe/8V(Q) the effort consumers are willing to make to
reward the candidate of their choice per dollar of expected benefit in the
neighborhoodof the equilibriumpoint. Similarly, Xt = aht/aY(Q) is the
effort taxpayersare willing to makeper dollarof benefitthey hope to receive.
or effortIf political supportcan be measuredin termsof money, then the
benefitratios,representthe amounteach groupis willing to spend.s,to obtaina
dollarof benefit. Note, however,thatpolitical effort to achieve a higher level
of Q is itself a "publicgood" for all consumersof Q. Conversely,the political
effort to reduce taxes througha lower level of Q is a "publicgood" for all
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taxpayers.Given the standardfree riderproblems,we would expect the Xs to
be less than one, and in the general case, much less thanone.
It turnsout, however,that what mattersis not the absolutelevel of the Xs
but theirrelationto each other.Rewrite (9) as:
XcP(Q) = LtMC(Q),

(10)

where P(Q) equals the marginalvalue of an additionalunit of Q and Xc is
the "politicalprice" consumers are willing to pay for a dollar of consumer
surplus.Similarly,MC(Q) is marginalcost of an additionalunit of Qand
is the "politicalprice"of raising a dollar in taxes. Equation(10) says that in,t
equilibrium,the marginalpolitical benefit from providingthe last unit of Q
to its consumers must equal the marginalpolitical cost in terms of taxpayer
resistance.
Alternatively,we may rewrite(10) as:
P(Q)

_

t

MCQ= (11)
MC(Q) Ac
Here the left hand side of (11) represents the ability of the politician to
transformtaxpayer dollars into consumer surplus and the right hand side
representsthe ratio of the two effort-benefitratios. Equation(11) says that
the ratio of the marginalproductof Q in generatingbenefits for consumers
and costs for taxpayersmust equal the ratio of theirpolitical prices.
Note that political benefit and political cost to the politician are different
frombenefitandcost to the economy as a whole. In general,optimalprovision
of the good requiresthat P(Q) = MC(Q).7 However, this result can occur
if and only if X, = Xt. Because of the public goods natureof the political
goals, we expect the Xs to be determinedby institutionalparametersoutside
the model at hand. Put anotherway, there is no endogenousmechanismthat
makes .c = Xt. If they are equal, it is by accident (Goodman and Porter,
1985).
From the earliestdays of public choice economics therehas been a strong
interestin whethermajorityvoting leads to overproductionor underproduction of public sector output. For example, Downs (1960) argued that there
was a naturaltendencyfor democraciesto underproducepublic sector goods,
while Tullock (1959, 1961) argued the reverse. More recently, Lizzeri and
Persico (2001) have developeda one-person-one-votemodel in which public
sectorgoods will be systematicallyunderproducedif redistributionof income
is an alternative.There is also a growing literatureon the affects of voting
institutions on optimality.8In the present context, we are interested in the
implicationsof nonoptimalproduction.
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Figure 1.

If the effort-benefitratios of the two groups are not equal, then we will
have either overproductionor underproductionin the public sector. In general, kc > Xt is a sufficient condition to guaranteeoverproduction,as is
illustratedin Figure 1. Alternatively,Xc < Xtwill guaranteeless thanoptimal
production.
To put this in perspective,recall thatHarberger(1954) calculatedthe welfare loss from underproductionin the U.S. manufacturingsector to be about
1/10th of 1 percentof privatesector output.Using the same assumptionsand
methodof calculation,we find the welfareloss from misallocationin political
marketsis likely to be much larger.Harbergerassumed constant marginal
cost and unitaryelasticity of demand.He approximatedthe welfare loss by
WL = [P - MC)x(Q - Q*)]/2, where Q*is equilibriumoutput and Q is
optimaloutput.The welfare loss frompolitical allocationas a percentof equilibrium political output is WL/MCQ* = 02/2, where 0 = (Xt - c)/Xc.9 If
the effort-benefitratiosdifferby a factorof 2 (e.g., Xc = 2Xt),the welfare loss
will equal half the cost of politically determinedoutput.If the effort-benefit
ratios differ by a factor of 3, the welfare loss will be 100 percentof the cost
of equilibriumoutput. Thus apparentlysmall differences in political prices
lead to large welfare losses, both in theirown right and relativeto the private
sector. 10
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How bad can things get? If taxpayersput up no resistance(i.e., = 0),
.t
=
equilibriumwill be reached at the consumer satiationpoint, where P(Q)
0. But note that any positive Xt is sufficient to preventcomplete "consumer
capture"of the political system. At the other extreme,Xc = 0 is a sufficient
condition for Q = 0. But zero productionof the publicly provided good is
also possible as a cornersolution,which will occur if XcP(Q) <XtMC(Q) for
all Q.

4. Comparative static analysis
How will the political system respondto changes in the model's parameters?
Considerfirsta change in the "demandcurve"for Q generatedby alteringthe
shift parameterp:
dQ

__c

dp -tMC'(Q)

- XcP'(Q)

> 0.

(12)

The political marketfor goods respondsin the same directionas the economic marketfor privategoods. An increase in demand,dp > 0, generates
a higher level of production,while a decrease in demandleads to less production. The magnitudeof these changes is differentfrom ordinarymarkets,
however. Specifically, an ordinarymarketresponse to a shift in the demand
curve is given by:
dQ

1
> 0.
MC'(Q) - P'(Q)

dp

(13)

The value of dQ/dp in Equation(12) will be greaterthan (13) whenever
.c > Xt. Since Xc > Xt also guaranteesoverproduction,we conclude that
when public sector goods are overproduced,we should expect exaggerated
responses to changes in demand.Conversely,the value of Equation(12) will
be less than (13) whenever Xc < Xt. This implies that when public sector
goods are being underproducedwe should expect amelioratedresponses to
shifts in demand. We discuss the implications of these and other findings
below.
To simulatethe responseto changes in costs of production,we altera shift
parameterm in the marginalcost functionto obtain:
dQ
dm

__t

XcP'(Q) - XtMC'(Q)

< 0.

(14)

As in the case of demandshifts, the political marketplacerespondsto changes
in costs in much the same way as privatemarkets.An increasein the cost of
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productioninduces a lower level of output, while a decrease in production
costs induces higher output. But the magnitudeof these changes is the opposite of the case of demandcurve shifts. In particular,the outputresponses
to a change in marginal cost will be exaggeratedwhen the good is being
under-producedand amelioratedwhen it is being over-produced.
The intuitionbehind these finding is that when the marginalinfluence of
consumersis greaterthanthatof taxpayers,the system will be more sensitive
to changes in consumers preferencesthan to changes in taxpayerburdens.
When the marginalinfluenceof taxpayersis greater,the converse is true.
The political system also respondsin predictableways to changes in the
political prices. For a change in the effort-benefitratios, we have:
dQ

=
dXc -tMC'(Q)

P(Q)
- XcP'(Q)

dQ

-MC(Q)

dht

=
)LtMC'(Q)
)cP'(Q)

> 0

(15a)

< 0

(15b)

This implies that investments in political action are always rewarded,
whereas a failure to invest is always punished. Any time a group succeeds
in overcomingfree riderproblemsand increasingthe averagecontributionof
its members,aggregatebenefits to the group will increase.Any time thereis
slippage in support,aggregatebenefits will diminish.
In general, the expected returnfrom an additionaldollar of supportby a
groupis given by:
dV
dXc

-

dY

[MC(Q)]2
-

dXt

[P(Q)]2
> 0
tMC'(Q) - XcP'(Q)

tMC'(Q) - XcP'(Q)

> 0

(16a)

(16b)

Note that (16a) is greaterthan (16b), whenever P(Q) > MC(Q). But this
is also the condition for underproduction.So whenever the good is being
on an additionaldollar invested in politics is alunderproduced,the retumrn
ways greaterfor consumersthan for taxpayers.Moreover,the magnitudeof
the differentialretumrns
is larger,the greaterthe degree of underproduction.
to taxConversely, whenever the good is being overproduced,the retumrn
payer investmentsis always greaterthan the returnto consumers. And this
differencealso widens, as the degree of overproductiongrows.
Presumably,an investment in politics is an alternativeto private sector
investments.So the furtherwe get away from the optimallevel of output,the
greaterthe relative incentive for the underpresentedgroup to divert capital
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from marketto political activities. Responses to these incentives may create
naturallimits on the amountof public sector waste.
This conclusion is reinforcedby the finding that each groupfaces diminishing returnsto investmentin political action, as is shown by:
d2V

dh,2
d2y

2P'P(XtMC'- XcP')~dQ- P2[XtMC
=

(tlMC'-

-

P

QP
- P']

cP")

(17a)

h.P')2

2(MC)(MC') (XtMC'- XcP')dQ- MC2[(tcMC" - ,P")

dX2

< 0

(XtMC'- cP')2

+MC']

0

S<0.

(17b)
No matterhow dominantan interestgroupbecomes, thereis likely a point at
which furtherinvestmentin political action simply does not pay.
4.1. Userfees
Economists have long known that user fees for government-providedgoods
improve economic incentives. How do they affect political equilibrium?Redefine consumersurplusas B(Q) -pC(Q), wherep is the portionof costs paid
by consumersdirectly.Accordingly,the taxpayerburdenis now (1 - p)C(Q).
In this case, the firstorderconditionequivalentto Equation(10) becomes:
P(Q)
MC(Q)

P + (1 - p)

ht
h,

OI p I 1

(18>

Note that as p approaches1, P(Q) -+ MC(Q). User fees unambiguously
reducepolitical distortion.When p = 1, the good will be optimallyprovided,
independentof the political influenceof consumersandtaxpayers.Of course,
if it were possible to cover full productioncosts with user fees (and by implication exclude those thatdon't pay them) we wouldn'thave a public good
problemto begin with.
4.2. Producerrents
Considernow the case where producersof Q are able to realize a rent R(Q),
say, because they own a unique resource,or because they are able to induce
the governmentto give them an exclusive right to produce Q. In particular
supposethatgovernmentpurchasesQ at the supplyprice MC(Q). As a result,
the producerswill reapan infra-marginalrentgiven by:
= MC(Q)Q R(Q)R(Q)
MC()

MC(q)dq.
MC()dq

(19)
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As is shown in Figure 2, the taxpayerburdennow becomes R + C. Under
reasonableassumptions,Equation(19) is convex in Q. As a result, the candidate payoff functions may not be concave. The key here is the size of Xp,
the effort-benefitratio of the producergroup,relativeto the othertwo Xs. For
a sufficientlylarge Xp,theremay be no equilibrium.Or if thereis one, it may
occur at a cornersolution.
If thereis an equilibrium,the first-ordercondition for an interiorsolution
is

ab
8Q

=

-

.cP(Q)

(X, - xp)Q(aMC/aQ) -

.tMC(Q)

= 0,

(20)

where marginaltaxpayercost is now MC + Q(aMC/aQ).
As in the previous cases, equality among the effort-benefitratios of the
competing groups (kc = ht=

X) is sufficient to guarantee optimality. But

for reasons discussed above, this conditionis unlikely to be realized.
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Now supposeP(Q) = 0, which would be the case if the good had no value
at all to consumers.An example might be an unnecessarymilitarybase or a
worthless weapons system. Equation(20) says that even if Q is not a public
good and even if it has no value to consumers, it may still be produced.In
particular,Equation(20) becomes:
=

Xp[Q MC'(Q)]

Xt[MC(Q) + QMC'(Q)]

(21)

and the political contest now reduces to the clash of interestsbetween producer rent seekers and taxpayers.Accordingly,equilibriumrequiresthat the
marginalpolitical benefit derived from producersmust equal the marginal
political cost imposed by taxpayers.Rewrite(21) as:

Q. MC'(Q)
MC(Q) +

Q.

_

MC'(Q)

t

Ap

M

(22)

and note that the ratio of the marginalproducts of coercion in generating
benefits for producersand costs for taxpayersmust equal the ratio of their
political prices. Put anotherway, the abilityof politiciansto transformprivate
sector income into producerrents must equal the willingness of the support
groups to pay for such transformationsas revealedby the political prices Xt
and Xp.
How likely is this result?For a linear marginalcost curve, 1 <Xp/Xt < 2
is necessary for an interiorsolution.11For p/Xt < 1, there will be a corner
solutionat which none of the good is produced.For Xp/Xt> 2, therewill be a
cornersolution at which the entire nationalincome is devotedto the production of Q.The condition that the ratio of the political prices lies between 1
and2 is highly restrictive.The permissiblerangeof values for ,p/Xt becomes
even narrowerif the MC curve is convex. The implicationis thatthe production of worthlessgoods must be rare,despite abundantpolitical commentary
suggesting thatthis type of porkbarrelspendingis common.
Now consider what producershave to gain by additionalinvestmentin
political activity.Thatis, supposethe producergroupincreasesX, by increasing organizationalactivities,policing free-ridersin the industry,lowering the
cost of organization(perhapsby utilizing the services of PAC's), etc. The
incrementalgain in rent (the rate of returnto political effort)is
dR/dXp

=

(aR/aQ)(aQ/axp)

> 0

(23)

This is positive since aQ/aXp = -Q(aMC/aQ)/
QQ is positive,
whenever#QQ is negative,thatis, when # is concave in Q andan interiorequilibrium solution exists. Moreover,d2R/dX2= (a2R/aQ2)(aQ/aQ/Xp)2+
(aR/aQ)(a2Q/ax2) > 0 whenever a2R/aQ2 > 0 which the quasi-convexity
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of MC in Q assures.12In contrast to consumers and taxpayers, producers
experience increasing returnsto investment in political action. Successful
political action on theirpartincreasesthe incentiveto invest even more.
If producersbear a proportion,p, of the tax burden,then
dQ/d0,

= -[Q(aMC/aQ)

- pQ(8MC/aQ) - pMC]/qQO

(24)

and increased political effort by producerswill increase Q only so long as
Q(QMC/&Q)(1- p) > pMC or r > p/(1 - p), where 7 is the industry
elasticity of supply. When supply is very elastic and p is large, producers
may wantoutputto decrease.In the extreme,when supply is perfectlyelastic,
increasesin Q generateno producerrents and any shareof the tax burdenon
producers(p > 0) will result in producerefforts to reduce output.
5. The multi-good case
Consider the case of n publicly provided goods producedby the state and
assume that people in theirrole as consumersof each good constitutea well
defined group that supportsthe election of candidatesit prefers.For simplicity, we assume that consumptionof these goods is separable,but the cost of
production,C(Q1, ..., Qn), need not be.
So long as the benefit functions for these goods are concave and the cost
function is convex, we can continue to rely on Goodman'stheoremto guarantee the existence of a unique equilibrium.And continuingthe practiceof
treatingthe effort-benefitratios of each group as constant,we can write first
orderconditionsas
8Vi(Q)

Sc

=

8C(Q1

Qn)

=

(25)
....,
t
i
1,
n,
Qi =Qi
....
Ci
whereVi(Qi) is the consumersurplusgeneratedfor the ith groupby the public
productionof the ith good.
Takeany two goods i andj, and rewrite(25) as
Vi(Qi)

BQi

avj(Qj)

.

ac(QI,...Qn)

aQ
"

SQi

ac(qI,...,Qn)

=

C

cj

(26)

a0Q
aQj U
Ci
Note that the numeratoron the left side of (26) representsthe benefit
created for the ith group from the last dollar spent on the productionof Qi.
Similarly,the denominatorrepresentsthe benefit created for groupj by the
last dollar spent on the productionof Qj. Condition(26) says the ratio of the
marginalproductsof a dollar of spendingon the two groups must equal the
ratio of theirpolitical prices.
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Vi(Q,)

dyI

a,
V (Q1)
Figure 3.

This condition is illustratedin Figure 3, where the concave curve represents all possible combinationsof consumer surplus(Vi and Vj), given a
constanttax burden.Note that for optimality,the marginalbenefit of the last
dollarspenton each of the goods mustbe equal. However,this will occuronly
if Aci = Xc. For Xc, > Xc, there will be over-production of i relative to the
productionofj. For Xci < Xc, the converse will be true. As in the one-good
case, however,thereare limits on how inefficientthe politicalprocess can be.
As long as X > 0, an interiorsolution requiresthat some amountof every
good will be produced.Moreover,under reasonableassumptions,there are
diminishingreturnsto investingin X. So even if it were possible for one group
to get all the spoils, it doesn't pay them to attemptto do so.
6. Discussion of the results
The model developedhere predictsthat when goods are being overproduced
in the public sector, reflectingthe superiormarginalinfluence of consumers
vis-i-vis taxpayers,the public sector will tend to over-respondto changes
in demand and under-respondto changes in costs. On the demandside, this
prediction is consistent with the view that the historical ups and downs in
militaryspendingare exacerbatedby overreactionsto threatsand peace. The
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view that expansions and contractions of welfare spending are overreactions
to changes in public demand for charity may be another example.
On the supply side, variable budget allocations tend to ameliorate the effects of changes in costs. So if the goods identified in the previous paragraph
tend to be overproduced, then the model's predictions are consistent with a
cost plus system of military procurement, entitlement programs that guarantee benefits regardless of cost, and targeted tax revenues (e.g., gasoline taxes)
that guarantee a revenue source regardless of cost.
The theory developed here does not predict that every publicly provided
good will be overproduced. Indeed, if the effort-benefit ratio of consumers is
sufficiently small, a good will not be produced at all. In general, public provision of goods that are underproduced will underreact to changes in demand
and overreact to changes in cost, reflecting the superior marginal influence of
taxpayers vis-i-vis consumers. So if funding of basic research (say, on prime
numbers) is suboptimal, we would expect the political market to respond
slowly even when commercial applications (say, encryption) appear to greatly
increase the value of such research. Moreover, in contrast to variable budgets,
fixed budgets (which tend to fund "discretionary spending") tend to enhance
the impact of cost changes on output.
When the political system must allocate spending among a number of
programs, the model predicts that spending will be allocated based on political costs and benefits rather than economic costs and benefits. Thus, the
allocation of medical research dollars should reflect the political power of
disease lobbies, rather than an effort to maximize years of life saved. And
the distribution of antipoverty dollars should reflect the political muscle of
well-organized groups (e.g., the medical and housing industries) rather than
the potential to reduce poverty (e.g., Head Start).
These observations have important public policy implications. For similar
public programs (say, antipoverty programs) it may be preferable for government to choose a level of desired funding, but allow taxpayers (through
the use of tax credits) to allocate dollars to specific programs. This is because
private allocations reveal citizen preferences more accurately than they are revealed through the political process. Moreover, user fees, wherever possible,
not only improve economic incentives, they also reduce political distortions.
On the whole, the model leads us to expect large welfare losses in the
public production of goods - many times greater than what we generally find
in the private sector. However, we have identified three countervailing forces
that will tend to limit the amount of waste and inefficiency the political system

is likely to produce.13First,wheneverthe political equilibriumis suboptimal,
the potentialreturnfrom an additionaldollar invested in politics will always
be greaterfor the group that has the lower effort-benefitratio. If a good is
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being underproducedby the public sector, an additionaldollar invested in
political actionwill producea largerpayoff for consumersthanfor taxpayers.
This means that consumers will have a greater incentive to increase their
investmentin political action as opposed to privatesector investments.The
converse is truewhenevergoods are being overproduced.
Second, these differentialincentive effects grow in magnitude, the further we stray from optimal production.For example, as a good becomes
increasingly overproduced,the expected returnto taxpayersfrom an incremental investmentin political action grows relativeto the expected returnto
consumers.The converseoccurs, as the good is progressivelyunderproduced.
Third,thereare diminishingreturnsto investmentsin politics,just as there
are in the privatesector,both for taxpayersand consumers.This implies that
there will be limits to the amountof spoils an interestgroupwill enjoy, even
againstweak opposition.
A pessimistic findingis an exception to these generalizations.Underreasonable conditionsthereappearto be increasingreturnsfor producersof public
sector goods. This may help explain why the power of public employee unions seems to have grownover time even as the power of unions generallyhas
been on the wane. Even here, however,we find likely limits on the degree of
waste and inefficiency.Despite considerablepoliticalcommentarysuggesting
that many programsexist solely because of the political power of producers,
we find that the conditions needed to produce such results are so restrictive
thatreal world instancesof the pubic productionof worthlessgoods is likely
to be rare.

7. Conclusion
Traditionalpublic finance theory teaches that the private sector will underproduce public goods and that government is needed to produce them
in optimal quantities. However, the theory of public finance developed
here strongly suggests that governmentis incapable of optimal production.
Moreover,we expect that consumersof public sector outputare often better
organizedand makegreaterpolitical effortper dollarof expectedbenefitthan
taxpayers.This is partlythe case because the consumers'benefitis often more
concentratedwhile the taxpayerburdenis often widely defused. Thus, if the
private sector's fault is likely under-productionof public goods, the public
sector's sin is likely over-production.We cannot say a priori which outcome
is worse.
Not only will the public sector tend to produce nonoptimalquantitiesof
goods, it will tend to respondto changes in marketconditionsin nonoptimal
ways. However, for the most part diminishing returnslimit the degree of
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public sector inefficiency. We are able to identify institutionalchanges that
may improvepublic choices.
An importantpublic finance question is whetherit is betterto attemptto
achieve goals throughthe spending side or the tax side of the government's
budget.For example, should governmentprovidehealth care throughspending programs,or should it create tax incentives to encourage the purchase
of private insurance? Should state governments support higher education
throughdirectspendingor by giving tax creditsto studentsand theirfamilies?
The model developed here suggests that allowing citizens to make private
choices throughtax credits can reduce some of the distortionson the spending side. However,more complete answersto these questionsrequirea more
thoroughinvestigationof the politics of tax policy. And that is the subjectof
anotherpaper.
Notes
1. Intensityof voter preferenceis reflectedin the probabilityof voting. In general,optimality
requires that the change in probabilityof voting for the preferredcandidate per incremental dollar of benefit promised (increased public good consumption or lower taxes)
must be the same for all voters in the neighborhoodof the equilibriumpoint. Production
of public goods also will almost neverbe optimalin the standardmedianvotermodel. The
reason: with heterogeneous preferences, the median voter is unlikely to prefer optimal
productionexcept by accident.
2. For a review of different types of electoral systems and the difference they make, see
RogerB. Meyerson(1999), Ahmed andGreene(2000), andCongletonandBennet (1995).
3. See, however,the criticalresponse from Poterba(1996) and Crainand Miller (1990).
4. In empirical studies, the median voter model is widely employed because it depends
only on a single moment of the distributionof voter characteristics(Inman, 1978; Fort,
1988), and because it often is judged to make reasonablepredictions(McEachern,1978;
Holcombe 1980; Mueller, 1984).
5. For a justificationof these assumptions,see Hinich, Ledyardand Ordeshook(1972).
6. Goodman'stheoremstatesthatevery game has a unique(Nash) equilibriumthatis asymptotically stableprovidedthat(1) the payoff functionfor each playeris concave in his or her
own strategy(matrixof second derivativesis negative definite), (2) convex in the strategy
of the opponent,and (3) the sum of the payoff functions is concave in the strategiesof all
players. In a two-person,zero sum game, the thirdrequirementis automaticallysatisfied,
since #1 + 2 = 0. The assumedform of satisfies the firsttwo requirements.
p
7. We assume here, and throughoutthe rest of the paper,that the welfare losses from the act
of taxing and the act of spendingare zero.
8. For example, Leblanc (2000) builds on an influential bargainingmodel developed by
Baron and Ferejohn (1989) to argue that majoritariansystems overproducepublic consumptiongoods and underproducepublic investmentgoods. Perssonand Tabellini(1999)
argue that majoritarianvoting producesfewer public goods than proportionalvoting and
presidentialregimes producefewer public goods thanparliamentarysystems.
9. Since ed = 1, PQ* = MCQ. From equilibriumcondition (10) we have 8 = (P MC)/MC. Substitutionyields WL/MCQ* = 02/2.
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10. Tullock's (1967) argumentthat the welfare loss from government-sponsoredmonopoly
must also include rent-seekingexpenditures,implies that cost of political effort should
also be addedto the welfare loss.
11. ,p must be greaterthanXtin orderto satisfy the firstorderconditionin (21); and Xpmust
be less than 2Xtin orderto satisfy the second ordercondition.
12. It is sufficient to assume that the third-ordereffect #QQQ = (a33/4/aQ3)is zero. It is
only necessary thatthird-ordereffects be sufficientlysmall or negative.That is, /QQQ<
[qQRQQa.p)/RQQMCQ]- [qQQ(MCQ+ QMCQQ)/QMCQ].
13. Wittman(1989) argues that "economic distortions[from pressuregroups] are limited by
competition, rationalityof the voters, and low transactioncosts". (p. 1408) Our model
assumes competition and rationality,and adds that when high transactioncosts lead to
differentialsin group influence, increasingcosts and diminishingreturnslimit how far a
group can press its advantage.
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